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Article Body:
<b>Dateline:</b> Tuesday, July 13, 2010
<b>Location:</b> Teterboro, New Jersey

<b>The Schedule:</b> N714JA, a Gulfstream V in Jet Aviation’s Private Fleet, is scheduled to t
<b>Backgrounder:</b> Kay Hughes, flight attendant for today’ s non-stop coast-to-coast flight

<b>The Story:</b> Kay woke up with a start as the alarm on her clock radio blared. Reaching ac

As Kay walked across the tarmac, she saw the fuel truck pulling up to her aircraft and the cat

Kay greeted Jeff who was busy overseeing the fuel delivery; she then climbed onboard the G-V a

Kay turned and left the FBO and walked back to the aircraft. Both pilots were onboard completi
Kay considered waiting inside the cabin to keep cool, but knew that it was important that she
After what seemed like an inordinate delay ˙ Kay’s hair was slowly losing style in the heat ˙
Her fears gradually subsided when Jeff reminded her that the VOICE RECOGNITION IDENTIFICATION

<b>The above account is fiction</b>, but it pre-supposes a couple of things that could occur i

Naturally, in order to get onboard a flight we would require passengers to be part of that dat
Recently, I had the opportunity to meet with Russ Cooper, a managing partner with COMPUTEK, a

According to Russ, the technology is fail-safe. When I mentioned that a voice impersonator lik

We did not discuss "price" as he was not marketing his product directly to me. I can only imag
So what role could the flight attendant play in utilizing VRIT?

Perhaps in lieu of a security

<b>Let’s return to our story and amend it with the security check being placed directly in the

Kay walked down the G-V’s steps carrying her mobile VRIT device and waited as the passengers e

One by one the passengers filed by, stating their name and waiting for the green clearance lig
All she could think about was running away...
Startled, Kay awoke from her dream as the snooze alarm blared away.
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